LOCATIONS OF KEY CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES IN THIS REPORTING PERIOD

CONTRACT P560 (R) - Daylighting Location

CONTRACT P560 (R) - Launching Site

CONTRACT 3801 - Works Area

CONTRACT 3501 - Works Area

CONTRACT 3602 - Works Area

CONTRACT 3502 - Works Area

CONTRACT 3201 - 3206 and AAHK Site

CONTRACT 3501 - Stockpiling Area

CONTRACT P560 (R) - Site Office

CONTRACT P560 (R) - Stockpiling Area

LEGEND:
- LAND FORMATION
- TEMPORARY WORKS AREA
- AREA BOUNDARY
- KEY CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES

FIGURE 1.1

EXPANSION OF HONG KONG INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT INTO A THREE-RUNWAY SYSTEM
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FIGURE 1.2 - LOCATIONS OF RECLAMATION WORKS AREA